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Caveat

I am just learning to use it as 
well. N ot an expert at all!



Initial set 
up

https://www.khanacademy.
org/resources/teacher-
essentials/getting-started-
on-khan-
academy/a/teacher-quick-
start-checklist

https://www.khanacademy.org/resources/teacher-essentials/getting-started-on-khan-academy/a/teacher-quick-start-checklist


Adding a class



Name your class

Can pull from Google 
Classroom if you have 

one.

Choose your topics



Add your students

Easiest if you 
have

By Code



Goal is 90% But can remove for 
specific studentsAssign Targets



Drill down for detailsAssign Content



Choose your activities 
and click ‘assign’

Assign by class or student. 
Mix questions for exercises 

or keep same for all.



See scores Manage assignments



Progress Graphs

For individual 
student 

information
Click Placement, 

then student 
name



Report shows levels, change, problems, and time

Total learning 
time

Time on 
exercises

Can adjust to show 
day by day.



Mastery Challenge

What are Mastery Challenges?

Mastery Challenges are a way for students to review and practice 

previous-learned skills in a course. They also provide another 

way, beyond Unit Tests and Course Challenges, for students to 

level up or down in currently Proficient skills.



Mastery Challenges continued
Where can students find Mastery Challenges?

Mastery Challenges aren’t always available to students; they are unlocked when a 
student meets the following conditions:

● They have reached the Familiar level for at least 3 skills in the given course,

● They have reached the Proficient level for at least 1 skill in the given course, 
and

● It’s been 12 hours or more since they last started a Mastery Challenge (or 
they have never started one).

Once unlocked, Mastery Challenges are found on the main Course page of 
mastery-enabled courses.

Note: Mastery Challenges are currently only available in Math courses.



Mastery Challenges 
continued

Student report example



Links
www.khanacademy.org

Quick Start Guide

https://www.khanacademy.org/resources/teacher-essentials/getting-started-on-
khn-academy/a/teacher-quick-start-checklist?modal=1

Teacher Resources

https://www.khanacademy.org/resources/teacher-essentials

http://www.khanacademy.org
https://www.khanacademy.org/resources/teacher-essentials/getting-started-on-khn-academy/a/teacher-quick-start-checklist?modal=1
https://www.khanacademy.org/resources/teacher-essentials
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